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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During recent management re -3arch there have been

attempts to search for relationships between organizational

effectiveness and attitudes. Such a discovery might provide

managers with valuable information that could be used to

improve organizational performance. Certainly, one reason

managers attempt to motivate their employees has to do with

the assumption that improvement in their motivation or

attitudes will result in, or be associated with, improved

org•nizational eflectiveness. Is this assumption valid?

Are employee attitudes related to organizational effeccive-

ness? If they are related, what are the specific rolation-

ships between the two elements? These are the basic ques-

tions explored in this research.

A sector of the United States Air Force that has

been the subject of a number of attitudt studies is the

missile force of the Strategic Air Command (3; 7; 10; 14;

21). A conclusion that one can easily develop through

reviewing the results of these studies is that SAC's mis-

sile force is not one of the more highly motivated groups

of individuals in the military. In fact, previous research

on missileer attitudes has shown that a considerable amount
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of dissatisfaction exists within the SAC missile force

(3:2). While these research efforts have explored the

attitudes of members of SAC's missile force, they have not

attempted to uncover the relationships that might exist

between membor attitudes and organizational effectiveness.

Does dissatisfaction among the members of SAC's missili

force have an impact on the effectiveness of SAC's missile

organizations? Considering the degree of destructive capa-

bility that is controlled by SAC's missile crews this would

appear to be a question of importance to military managers

at all levels of cosmmand.

Problem Statement

The organizations that have direct operational

responsbilit~y for SAC' s missile combat crews and ICBZ~s are

the strategic missile wing operations directorates. A dis-

covery of the specific relationships between member atti-

tudes and the effectiveness of a missile wing's operations

directorate could suggast areas of concentration for future

programs designed to improve missil'ter morale and missile

unit effectivene~ss. The specific problem addressed in this

research is to determine if the attitudes of members of a

strategic missile wing operations directorate are related

to the directorate's effectiveness.

2



Literature Review

In order to provide some background on relation-

ships between effectiveness and attitudes, a literature

review was conducted. The literature review encompasses

four major areas: (11 effw'tiveness, (21 attitudes, (3)

relationships between attitudes and effectiveness, and

(41 effectivencss and attitudes in strategic missile wing

operations directorates.

Effectiveness

One of the lirst problems encountered in an investi-

gation of organizational effectiveness is to arrive at

acceptable definitions of terms. Definitions of organiza-

tional effectiveness have characteristically been of a

theoretical rather than empirical nature (6:184). However,

attampts to define effectiveness have typically included

certain comnon elements. Basically, a definition of organi-

zational effectiveness should consider (1) the objectives

of the organization and (2) the means through which the

organization is sustained and by which the objectives are

attained (13:535). Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum identified

several basic kinds of objectives which tend to be common
to many organizations (13:535). First is the presence of

high unit output in terms of the results desired by the

organization; these results may be either quantitative or

qualitative in nature. The second characteristic objective

3



is the ahbility to identify external factors of chance and

to be able to absorb and to a ,'.l&.a change wh.n appropri-

ate. A third factor is thia ability of the organization to

preserve its resources, both human and material. If the

organization's output can be quantified, as is the came for

some industrial antexprises, the process of measuring an

organizational activity's contribution towards its objec-

tives becomes relatively straightforward. However, if

quantifiable productivity measures are inapplicable or are

excluded, it becomes somewhat nebulous an to how attainment

of objectives can be reluted t;, effectiveness. Research

has illustrated that findings concerning factors such as

morale, turnover rates, and absenteeism are inconsistent

(13:534). Even certain quantifiable measures, such as net

profit, may have little moaning as a basis for evaluation

or comparison because they are highly susceptible to

external fluctuations. Even so, it is necessary to arrive

at a definition from which an attack on the problem can be

made. Taking into account the factors described above,

Georgopoulos and Tannenbaum defined organizational effective-

nes3 in the following manner:

We define organizational effectiveness as the
extent to which an organization as a social system, j
given certain resources and means, fulfills its objec- 4
tives without incapacitating its means and resources
and without placing undue strain upon its members
[13:535].

4
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Two popular approaches to defining organizational

effectiveness are (111 the goal approach, and (121 the sys-

tems approach. The goal approach rather simply defines

effectiveness in terms of organizational goal achievement.

The problem with this approach stems from the fact that:

1. goals are prescribed by the organization, and

the actual or operational goals may be different and thus

difficult or impossible to ascertain, or;

2. goals are derived from factors externial to the

organization and may not constitute a valid basis for

evaluation (28:3).

In any event, adherents of the goal approach have failed

to develop general measures of effectiveness (28:7).

Therefore, work in this area remains largely theoretical

and difficult to operationalize.

The systems approach relates effectiveness to an

organization's ability to take advantage of its situation

and to be successful in terms of acquiring resources that

are scarce and of much value (28:3). This process neces-

sitates an ability to measure vague cc-icepts such as what

constitutes value, and the concensus is that a sia'gle mea-

sure is incapable of adequately assessing effectiveness.4

It then follows that multiple measures are required and the

approach becomes too diversified to be of practical use.

5



A study conducted by Mahoney and Weitzel used the

notion that organizational effectiveness is, in general

terms, the ability to perform efficiently and productively

(22:361). Also, a major criterion of effectiveneass

involves the degree to which the organization is able to

handle emergency situations and to concentrate on primary

organizational goals. Their research indicated that, while

past attempts to define effectiveness had viewed criterion

as global in nature, such global criterion are actually a

function of a set of more specific factors, which, depend-

ing upon the situation, might vary (22:365). With the

acceptance of global criterion as a fVanction of specific

diitiens ions, it is possible to identify certain factors as

exerting a direct influence on the global criterion. Thus,

while accepting the previous work involving organizational

effectiveness, with all of its faults and shortcomings, it

is still possible to isolate factors within the general

problem area and to determine what relationships do consti-

tute effectiveness and contriosute to its attainment.

From a review of the literature one might conclude

that the development of appropriate measures of organiza-J

tional effectiveness is as difficul.t, if not more difficult,

than defining the meaning of organizational effectiveness.

Cunningham examined the different models o2 organizational

effectiveness, developed in the literature, to see if an

appropriate basis for assessing organizational effectiveness

6



could be uncovered. He concluded that the selection of a

method for measuring organizational effectiveness depends

on the information the decision maker requires and the

applicable situation (9:463). Cunningham summarized his

conclusions as follows:

The applicability and relevance of each approach
depend on the particular organizational problem that
has to be resolved. The manager or researcher must
determine whether the problem concerns the performance
of the organization's structure or huwAn resources
or both, or its impact on the environment. The various
strategies allow a wide latitude in evaluating anorganization's effectiveness [9:4731.

In a study of seventeen multivariate mndels of

organizational effectiveness, Steers found little con-

sistency in effectiveness measurement criteria. The

criteria that were used to evaluate effectiveness in these

seventeen models and their frequency of occurrence are

listed in Table 1. One of Steer's basic conclusions was

that orginizational effectiveness is extremely complfx. In

his study Steers referred to effectiveness as a "construct"

(32:551).

A construct is an abstract idea rather than a con-
crete phenomenon. It is based on the hypothesis that
several variables will consistently covary or fit
together to form a unified whole [32:551].

Steers suggested that much research needs to be done before

the effectiveness construct can be usefully employed or

measured in organizations (32:555).

In another recent study (19771 Kirchoff claimed

that, "Neither the goal approach models nor the evaluation

7



TABLE 1

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF EVALUATION CRITERIA INI
17 MODELS OF ORGANIZATIONAL EF'FECTIVENESS 132:549]

No. of Times Mentioned
Evaluation Criteria (N=17)

Adaptability-Flexibility 10

Productivity 6

Satisfaction 5

Profitability 3

Resource acquisition 3

Absence of strain 2

Control over environiment 2

Development 2

Efficiency 2

Growth 2

Integration 2

Open communications 2

Survival 2

All other criteria 1.



models have adequately measured organizational effective-

ness [19:352] ." From his findings, Kirchoff concluded

that, since complex organizations pursue multiple goals and

effectiveness must be measured relative to goals, there is

no ultimate criteria of effectiveness Ci19352).

Xa example of effort directed towards developing

measures of organizational effectiveness and determining

some of the characteristics of organizations that contribute

to effectiveness is prvvided in the worK of Mott. Mott

defirs organizational effectiveness "as the ability of an

organization to mobilize its canters of power for action-

production and adaptation [23:17] ." In other words, effec-

tive organizations display an ability to produce more out-

put of a better quality than other similar organizations

(23:17). The major, or common, objectives of most organi-

zations involve the quantity of output, the quality of the

output, and the efficiency with which the output is pro-

duced. The problem is to identify what characteristics

of an effectivu organization will result in accomplishing

the criterion of quantity, quality, and efficiency as

described above.

In his study Mott identified three characteristics

that could be used as a basis for evaluating an organiza-

tion's effectivenesa in accomplishing its objective

criterion. The three characteristics identified were:

9



1. Productivity in terms of the quantity and

quality of the output produced by the organization, and

the efficiency with which the output is produced;

2. Adaptability in terms of the organization's

ability to anticipate and nolve problems, keep current with

new technologies and methods applicable to the organization,

and accept and adjust to problem solutions; and

3. Flexibility in terms of the organi-ation's

ability to handle temporary work overloads and emergencies

(23:201.

The methods develrped by Mott for measuring and evaluating

these characteristics provide a basis for examining an

organization and for determining the extent to which these

characteristics contribute to the effecdiveness of that

organization.

Attitudes

Before attitude: and effectivaness can be compared

it is necessary to consider what an attitude is. Numerous

definitions of the term *attitude" are presented in the

literature. Cook and Seltiz prefer to think of an attitude

as an underlying disposition which enters,
along with other influences, into the determination of
a variety of behaviors toward an object or a class of
objects, including statements of beliefs and feelings
about the object and approach avoidance actions with
respect to it [8:23].

10
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Kiddler and Campbell claim that terms such aa "acquired

drive," "fixation," "judgement," "stereotype," and "valance"

can all be considered functionally synonymous with the term

"attitude" (33:;1. Sherif and Sherif provide an operational

defin.ition of the term "attitude."

Operationally, an attitude may be defined as the
individual's set of categories for evaluating a
stimulus domain in interaction with other persons and
which relate him to various subsets within the domain
with varying degrees of positive or negative affect[31:300].

Sherif and Sherif have identified several characteristics

of attitudes that differentiate the concept from other con-

cepts that refer to the internal states of an individual: ;'

1. Attitudes are not innate. They are learned.

2. Attitudes are not tenporary states. They do

change but not with the ups and downs of the homeostatic

functioning of an organism or with small changes in

stimulus conditions.

3. Attitudes imply a relationship between a person

and objects. These objects may be other persons, groups,

institutions, inert physical objects, values, social

issues, or ideologies.

4. The relationship between the person and the

object is not neutral. It has motivational-affective

properties.

5. The subject-object relationship is accomplished

by forming categories that differentiate betwen the objects

111



and between the person's positive or negative relation to

objects in these various categories (31:2981.

In 1.928 Thurston presented a rather concise but

complete definition cf the concept "attitude." Thurston

used the term

to aenote the sum total of a man's inclina-
tion; and feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived
notions, ideas, fear, threats, and convictions about
any specified topic [34:128].

Based on the definitions presented in the litera- I
ture, in this study the term "attitude" will be used to

describe the feelings, beliefs, and convictions an indi-

vidual develops concerning various facets of his job.

The way that an employee develops attitudes towaid

his job hms been the subject of a number of work-behavior

research studies. Many of these studies are based on

versions of the basic need-satisfaction model of job atti-

tudes cMaslow-1943, 1954, 1970$ Porter-1962; Alderfer-1969;

Herzberg, Mausner, and Synderman-19597 Argyris-1973).

The components of the need-satisfaction model are job

characteristics, needs, and job attitudes. The need-

satisfaction model is quite simple. The model suggests

that people have stl'ble, relatively unchanging, identifiable

needs and that jobs have stable, identifiable character-

istics. Job attitudes are presumed to result from a cor-

respondence between individual needs and job characteris-

tics (29=427-4281.

12
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When the characteristics of the job are compatible
with the person's needs, the assumption is made that the
person is satisfied and, on occasion, the further argu-
ment is made that the person will be more motivated to
perform the job 129:428].

Salancik and Pfeffer (19791 claimed that there are

a number of problems with the need-satisfaction model which

are due to the model's failure to take into account .

the social context of work and the premence of consequences

from previous actions 130:224]." Slancik and Pfeffer

developed another model which they refer to as "a social

information processing approach."

The social information processing approach proceeds
from the fundamental premise that individuals, as
adaptive organisms, adapt attitudes, behavior, and
beliefs to their social context and to the reality of
their own past and present behavior and situation
[30:226].

•.• When explaining the social information processing approach,

Salancik and Pfeffer suggested that social information com-

municated by co-workers has a siga&ificant impact on an indi-

vidual's job attitudes, Due to a strong desire to "fit-in,"

it. is likely that the individual will develop job attitudes

that are consistent with the information he receives from

co-workers. The social information processing approach

allows for the integration of some existing literature and

leads to some interesting predictions but, because of its

short history, it does have some loose ends and unanswered

questions (30:227).

13
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Relationships Between Attitudes

and' E•fectiveness

Now that effectiveneim and attitude literature have

been c iored it is necessary to get to the central question

at issue in this study--Are attitudes related to organiza-

tional effectiveness? During the past sixty mars a number

of studies have examined relationships between attitudes and

organizational effectiveness, and relationships between

attitudes and organizational performance.

"During the 1930s there was a noted increase in the

interest in relationships that might exist between employee

attitudes and employee performance in an organization. A

strong stimulant to this increase in interest was provided

by the Hawthorne studies (27:4). The Hawthorne studies were

conducted by Roethlisberger and Dickson at the Hawthorne

Plant at the Western Electric Company in the late 1920c.

These studies were originally conducted for the purpose of

assessing the impact of working conditions (lighting, rest

pauses, etc.) on the productivity of the employees ii, the

plant (26:369). An exampl of what happened during theme

studies involved changing the intensity of light available

to a group of workers.

The idea was that when the light became brighter,
production would ncrease, and when the light became
dimmer, production would decrease--all very common-
sensical, of course. The workers were told they would
be observed as an experimental group. The lights were
turned up and the production went up. The lights were
turned down and the production went up. Roathlisberger

14



and Dickson were, disconcerted. They dimnmed the lightsH
to near darkýness and production kept climbing [17:64-
65].

The results of the Hawithorne studies suggested that physical

working conditions might not impact productivity an much

as other factors, such as psychological and social influ-

ences on the attitudes of the workers involved (26%369).

Thu Hawthorne studies kicked off a wave of thxeori-

zing and research into thes relationships between worker

attitudes and performance (27:4). Porter and Lawler

claimed that the relationship between job attitudes and job

performance is important because it can make contributions

both to a mo~tivational theory of work behavior and to

organizational. practices designed to increase effective-

neno (20:27). In 1967 Porter and Lawler developed a

theoretical model for studying~ the relationships between

managerial attitudes and per~formance. In their theoretical

model it was hypothesized that high performance would

result in high satisfaction only if it decreased the gap

Ubetween the perceived equitable level of rewards and the

amount seen as being actually received (27:36). Empirical

studies based on Porter and Lawler's model were carried

out in seven organizations. Three of these organizations

were divisions of state governments and the other four

were privately owned manufacturing companies (27:48). One

of the most important findings from these empirical studies
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was that attitudes were related significantly to perform-

ance as ptedicted by the model (27:142).

Frederick Herzberg is another management theorist

who discovered that job attitudes correlate positively

with high job performance. In the late 1950s Herzberg,

4ausner, and Snyderman conducted an attitude study of

industrial workers in the Pittsburgh area. The major find-

ings of their study indicated that job attitudes are a

powerful force and are functionally related to the produc-

tivity, stability, and adjustment of the working force.

Their results also showed that differences between job

satisfiers and job dissatisfiers involve both a qualita-

tive and a quantitative difference in effects (18:96).

Specifically, they discovered that ". . . the positive

effects of high attitudes are more potent than the negative

effects of low attitudes [18:96]."

Since the Hawthorne studies other research efforts

have shown that job attitudes do correlate positively with

job performance. Mowday, Porter, and Dubin conducted a

study of the relationships between work unit performance,

and employee attitudes and situational characteristics.

The subjects of the study were 411 female clerical workers

in 37 branches of a large California bank. The results

of the study demonstrated that employee attitudes were

significantly related to work unit performance. Employees

in work units rated high on performance had a higher level
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I
of satisfaction as measured by positive attitudes toward

their work unit and the organization of which the work

unit was a part. Employees in low and medium performing

work units had a lower levul of satisfaction toward the

work unit and the organization as a whole (24:231).

Wanous conducted a research study in which job

satisfaction and performance data were collected from

about eighty recently hired female telephone operators.

Causal information was taken from this data using a com-
bination of cross-lagged and dynamic correlations. The

result was that the relationship between satisfaction and

performance was slightly positive, but the direction of

causalty was unclear. This result suggested that perform-

ance causes intrinsic satisfaction and extrinsic satisfac-

tion causes performance (35:139).

It should be pointed out that not all studies of

attitudes and performance have concluded that there are

significant relationships between the two. taleznik,

Christensen, and Roethlisberger conducted a study (1954-

1955) that eaamined the relationships between motivation,

productivity, and satisfaction La the small work group.

The organization chosen for the study was a medium-sized

company located in a large city in the Eastern United

States (36079). One of the questions examined in this

study had to do with whether or not productivity and

satisfaction are related. Basically, the results showed

17I
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that there in little correlation between satisfaction and

productivity (36:86).

One of the more renowned studies which showed no

significant relationship between employree attitudes and

job performance was conducted by Brayfield and Crockett.

After a review of the literature Brayfield and Crockett

claimed that there was little available evidence to con-

clude that employee attitudes, of the type usually measured

in morale surveys, related to performance on the job

(5:4081. Reporting on the results of a research study of

fourteen homogeneouu occupational groups and one largo

sample of factory workers, Brayfiold and Crockett stated

".. . statistically significant low positive relationships

between job satisfaction and job performance were found in

two of the 15 comparisons [5:402]."

Engel conducted a study of attitude-effoctiveness

relationships at the Warner Robins Air Logistics Center,

Georgia, in 1977. Engel used Mott's effectiveness criteria,

discussed prewiously, to measure organizational effective-

neo&. For attitude measurement he used an employee attitude

survey developed by the Air Force Logistics Command. The

results of Engul's study indicated that worker attitudes

are related to specific criteria of organizational effec-

tiveness (12:il. However, the findings of Engel's study

are limited to civil service workers at the Warner Robins

Air Logistics Center. Engel indicated that additional
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studies using different populations must be made before

any generally applicable conclusions can be accepted (12:

99).

Effectiveness and Attitudes in
Strategic Missile Wing
OFerations Directorates

The Strategic Air Command uses various methods to

evaluate the effectiveness of its missile wings. Two of

the primary methods involve evaluations conducted by the SAC

Inspector General and the 3901st Strategic Missile Evalua-

tion, Squadron. The SAC Inspector General conducts periodic

no-notice inspections of SAC's missile wings. These

Operational Readiness Inspections (ORIs) are conducted

with the primary aim of measuring a unit's capability of

carrying out its part of SAC's wartime mission. The 3901st

Strategic Missile Evaluation Squadron at Vandenberg AFB,

California also makes periodic visits to SAC's missile wings

for the purpose of evaluating mission accomplishment and

capability.

It was mentioned in the introduction to this

research study that a number of research efforts have

examined the attitudes of SAC's missile crews. Missile

crewmembers make up the majority of the population of a

strategic missile wing operations directorate. While the

general conclusions of research studies by Cancellierri

and Willoughby, Ashbaugh and Godfrey, Driscott, Gilkeson
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and Macse suggest that SAC's missile crew force is not

very motivated,, none of these studies have attempted to

relate attitudes to organizational effectiveness (3; 7; 10;

14; 21). It appears that there is a need to conduct such

an effort. In fact,, when suggesting areas for future

research, Ashbaugh and Godfrey, and Cancellieri and Wil-

loughby suggested that an evaluation of attitudes relative

to individual and unit performance in SAC missile organiza-

tions is a fruitful research area that could prov~ide bene-

ficial information to Air Force managers (3:118; 7:120).

Obiective

The objective of this research is to identify the

significant relationships between member attitudes and

organizational effectiveness in a strategic missile wing

operations directorate.

Hypothesis

The following research hypothesis will be tested:

There are significant relationships between member atti-

tudes and organizational effectiveness in a strategic mis-

sile wing operations directorate.
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CHAPTER 1I

METHODOLOGY

The Research Questionnaire

Data on attitudes and organizational effectiveness

were collected with a survey questionnaire (Appendix A).

The questionnaire contains sixty questions that measure

attitudes and eight questions that measure the effective-

ness of an organization as perceived by the organization's

members. All of the questions are based on a five-point

Likert scale (11:248). Prior to conducting the statistical

analysis, numerical values were assigned to the question

responses as follows: A-5, B-4, C-3, Dw2, and E-i.

Attitude Data

The attitude questions (questions 1-60) were taken

from an organizational effectiveness and employee attitude

questionnaire that was originally developed by the Air

Force Logistics Coamuand and used in previous Air Force

attitude studies (12:26-30). Engel used this questionnaire

in his study of the relationship between dttitudes and

oraanizational effectiveness in the Warner Robins Air Logis-

tics Center Maintenance Directorate. Engel's study included

a factor analysis of the attitude data collected with the

questionnaire, which made possible the identification of
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those questions which were the beat measures of the atti-

tude factors that the questions were designed to measure.

Sel.ection of the sixty attitude questions used in this

research wasn based on the results of Engel's factor analy-

sis and suggestion* f romt members of then Air Staff who

reviewed the questionnaire before it warn administered.

Effectiveness Data

Effectiveness was measured with eight questions

developed by Mott,, who established three general areas for

the measureuient of organizational effectiveness, as follows:

1. Productivity in terms of how much is produced,I

the quality of the product, and the efficiency with which

the product is produced (questions 61-63);

2. Adaptability in terms of the ability to antici-

pate and solve problems, keep current with new technolo-

gies and methods applicable to the organization, and accept

and adjust to problem solutions (questions 64-67);~

3. Flexibility in terms of the ability of the

organization to handle temp~orary work overloads and emer-

gencies (question 68) (23:20).

These eight questions were designed with the intent of

providing a valid subjective measure of organizational

effectivenear that could be obtained with relative ease and

little expense, especially in organizations where the col-

lection of effectiveness information is difficult (12:18).
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Therefore, for the purpose of this research, this group of

questions was viewed as an acceptable organizational effec-

tiveness measuring tool.

Mott's analysis of the effectiveness questions indi-

cated that they do in fact measure different aspects of

organizational effectiveness. Mott conducted validity

studies of the effectiveness measures, using rank order cor-

relations between scores based on the effectiveness mea-

sures and top management ratings,, and between scores based.

on the effectiveness measures and ratings by people in other

units. These correfltions were significant at the 5 per-

cent level, indicating that there was a considerable amount

of agreement on the relative effectiveness of the organiza-

tions in question (23:193).

In his study of the Warner Robins ALC, Engel com-

pared the responses to the eight effectiveness questions

with computerized effectiveness ratings provided by the

Performance Analysis Branch at Warner Robins ALC. Results4

of this compatison showed a significant amount of agreement

between the two types of r~ffectiveness measures (12:74-76).

Based on the results 4f the studies conducted by

Mott and Engel it was assumed that the eight effectiveness

questions were valid measures of organizational effective-

ness. Therefore, the decision was made that, for the purpose

of this research it would not be necessary to try to vali-

date the effectiveness questions by comparing their results
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to the results of evaluation methods (such as ORXs) that

are traditionally used to measure the effectiveness of

missile wing operations directorates.

Population

The unit from which the attitude and effectiveness

data was collected is the Operations Directorate of the 44th

Strategic Missile Wing, located at Ellsworth Air Force Base,

South Dakota. This unit is responsible for the alert

readiness of all assigned missile combat crews at Ellsworth

and for the operational support of 150 Minuteman ICBMs and

their associated launch control facilities. The Operations

Directorate is made up of nine organizations or divisions.

These include three combat crew squadrons, and the follow-

ing divisions: training, standardization/evaluation,

administration, plans, facilities management, and codes.

Missile combat crewmembers in the grades of Second Lieuten-

ant to Major make up the majority of the unit's population.

There are a number of enlisted perscnnel assigned to theI

unit who perform duties such as administration, facilities

management, and trainer maintenance. There are also other

officers in the unit, besides crewmembers, whio are assigned

to staff positions.

aling Plan

The unit manning strength of the Operations Direc-

torate was 330 when the survey was administered. A census
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of the population was attempted. Questionnaires were dis-

tributed to all 330 milita.y members of the Operations

Directorate. The response rate that was actually achie,ýved

is discussed in Chapter III.

Analysis Plan

Canonical correlation analysis is the statistical

method that was employed to identify relationships between

attitudes, as measured with questions 1-60, and the effec-

tiveness measures based on Mott's eight effectiveness ques-

tions (questions 61-68). Due to tho large number of att-1

tude questions used in this research it was necessary to

reduce the attitude data to a smaller number of interpret-

able factors, via the technique of factor analysis, before

the canonical correlation analysis could be attempted.

Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is a statistical method that can be

used to reduce a large number of variables to a few inter-

pretable constructs (1:209). It is a multivariate sta-

tistical tichnique that focuses on the study of interrela-

tionships among & total set of observed variables.

When factor analysis is applied to a set of observed vari-

ables each of the variables is, in a sense, considered to

be a dependent variable which is a function of some under-

lying, latent factor. A factor is a linear combination of

a number of observed variables. The observed variables
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may be grouped in such a manner that there is more than one

factor (1:213-214).

Thus, we may have the following relationship:

F,-a lx+a 2 x 2 +a x

1. 11 1 1 31 3

F a4 2 x 4 +a 5 x 5

3 a 6 3x 6+ 7 3 x 7

Here, a total of seven variables are grouped in
three factors in which the first factor consists of
the first three variables (Xl, X2, X3 ), the second
factor, the next two variables CX4, X3 1, and the
third factor, the last two variables CX6 , X7) [1:2141.

The aj's (j-l,...,n) are derived on the principle

of least squares as in multiple regression. The ai's are

regression coefficients (1:213). When factor analysis is

applied to a sample, each element of the sample is assigned

a factor score. A factor score is a prediction sindilar to

the predicted score in multiple regression. Each sample

element is assigned a factor score for each factor (1:214).

When the factor score is correlated with the
observed score on each variable, the resultant cor-
relation is called a "factor loading." If there areI
n variables and r factors, there will be. a total of
(nxr) factor loadings. These are simmarized in a
matrix called the "factor loadings" matrix. It is a
matrix of correlations among observed v&riables andfactors [1:214].

The sum of the squares of the loadings on a factor repre-

sents thu amount of total variance in the sample data

accounted for by that factor. This sum of squares of

factor loadings is called the "eigenvalue" of the factor.
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When the eigenvalue is divided by the number of variables

the percent of total variance in the sample data accounted

for by the factor is obtained. The total variance of a

variable accounted by all the factors is called the "com-

munality" of that variable. It is determined by summing

the squares of each of the factor loadings for the particu-

lar variable (12:34). The communality "... indicates the

amount of the variance of a variahle that is shared by at.

least one other variable in the set [25:4751."

Table 2 shows a simple factor analysis solution

matrix which is illustrated in the Engel study for explana-

tion purposes. Questions 1 through 6 are the observed

variables. The 6x2 matrix is the matrix of factor loadings.

For example, question 1 has a .23 loading on factor A.

The eigenvalue for factor A is 1.98. Therefore the percent

of total variance in the data accounted for by factor A is

1.98/6 - .33. The conunality of question 1 is .66. This

means that 66 percent of the variance in question 1 is

accounted for by factors A and B. From this example it

could be inferred that factor A accounts for questions 3,

4, and 6 while factor B accounts for questions 1, 2, and 5.

There are numerous pousibilities foi- the application

of factor analysis. Kim claims that the specific applica-

tions of factor analysis are bounded only by the user's

imagination (25:469). The following three categories repre-

sent the most common applications of factor analysis:
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TABLE 2

ORTHOGONALLY ROTATED FACTORS (12036)

Factors

Question A B Communality (h )

1 .23 .78 .66
2 .18 .82 .70
3 .78 .18 .64
4 .77 .14 .63
5 .25 .75 .61
6 .78 .21 .66

Eigenvalue 1.98 1.92 3.90

% af Variance 0.33 0.32 0.65

1. Exploratory uses--tho exploration and detection
of patterning of variables with a view to the
discovery of new concepts and a possible reduc-
tion of data;

2. Confirmatory uses--the teating and hypothesis
about the structuring of variables in terms of
the expected number of significant factors and
factor loadings; and

3. Uses as a measuring device--the construction of
indices to be used as new variables in later
analysis (25:469].

There are a number of different options available

to the researcher who uses factor analysin. There are

different types of factor analysis, and different rotation

methods. For this research principal factoring with itera-

tion (PA2) was used. PA2 is the most widely accepted fac-

toring method and can handle most of the factoring needs

of a user (25:480). Whn PA2 is used the main diagonal

elements of the correlation matrix contain communality

estimates obtained through an iteration procedure (15:29).

When a user chooses PA2 he assuuues that the extracted
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factors will not account f-•- all of the variance i- the

data (25:4801. For th•is reseaarch it was asnumed that the
factors would not account for all of the variancei this

was the reason for selecting PA2, which Is the default

option in SPSS. (This assumption was supported when the

factor analysiu was accomplished since the resulting fac-

tors that were extracted accounted for a total of 70.7

percent of the variance in the data.)

As far as rotation is concerned, the two most com-

mon rotation methods used in attitude measurement are

orthogonal varimax rotation and oblique rotation (12:35).

For this research, orthogonal varimax rotation was chosen

over oblique rotation for two reasons. First, a major

objective of the factor analysis was to rotate the factor

matrix to a structure that facilitated interpretation of

the factors as much as possible. The results of ortho-

gonal varimax rotation are usually easier to interpret than

the results of oblique rotation (12:35). Second, when

canonical correlation analysis is performed to identify the

relationships between two data sets, the relationships may

be obscured bymulticollinearity if variables within the data

sets have not been reduced to linearly independent variates

(or relatively independent variables) before the canonical

analysis is condtucted (2:139). So another reason orthoqonal

varimax rotation was used was that the factor axes are
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orthogonal, and therefore the dimensions are relatively

uncorrelated (12:38).

SPSS given the researchor the opportunity to con-

trol the number of factors that are extracted from the data.

This may be done with the NIACTORS parameter which is used

to specify the desired number of factors or with the

MINEIGEN parameter which specifies a minimum eigenvalue

(25:492-493). For the purpose of this research there was

no reason to obtain a supcific limited number of factors,

so the NFACTORS parameter was not used. The SPSS default

minimum elgenvalue criteria for extracting fac is set

at 1.0. If this default criteria is used the program auto-

matically deletes all factors with an associated eigenvalue

less than 1.0 (25:493). Thia was considered acceptable for

this research so the minimum eigenvalue criteria was not

changed.

The factor analysis was also used to build factor

scores for each questionnaire respondent. A factor score

represents the degree to which a particular respondent got

high scores on the group of questions that load high on the

factor in question (i:224). The factor scores were treated

as if they were raw data and were used as input data

(representing the attitude dimensions) to the canonical

correlation analysis.

A significant part of this research involves inter-

pretation of the factors produced by the factor analysis.
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Interpretation of the meaning of the factors was necessary

to understand what attitude dimensions the resulting fac-

tors represent. Harris claimed,

By far the most common procedure for interpreting
(naming I the factors resulting from a principal com-
ponents analysis or a factor analysnis in to single out
for each factor those variables having the highest
loadings (in absolute value) on that factor. The
highly positive loadings then help to define one end of
the underlying dimension, while the high negative
loadings (if any) define the opposite end 116:2181.

In this research, interpretation of a factor was based on

.1 careful examination of the questions that had strong load-

inga~ asauociated with the factor in question. A detailed

explanation of the interpretation of each factor produced

by the factor analysis is included in Chapter Ill.

Canonical Correlation Analysis

Once the factor analysis was completes two sets of

variables were available; a s~et of eight variables that mea-

sure organizationa~l effectiveness and a set of attitude

dimensions that are based on the results of the factor

analysis. Canonical correlation analysis was used to ana-

lyze the two soet of variables for the existence of rela-

tionships between them. Canonical correlation analysis

derives a linear correlation from each of two sets of vari-

ables in such a way that the correlation between the two

linear combinations is maximized. Many pairs of linear

combinations, called canonical variates, may be derived.

Canonical correlation analysis produces these linear
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combinations of the original variables with the object of

accounting for a maximum amount of the relationship between

the two mets of variables (25:517).

The SPSS subprogram CANCORR, which was used in

this research, produced two sets of canonical variate.;

one net for the attitude dimensions and one set for the

organizational effectiveness measures (25:5171. "'The

essential point to the canonical correlation analysis is

that canonical variates from each subset are meant to

correspond, . . . [25:517]." The first canonical variate

from the set of attitude dimensions and the first canonical

variate from the set of organizational effectiveness mea-

sures were chosen so that they maximally correlate with

each other. This also occurred in the selection of the

second and all successive pairs of canonical variates

(25:517). Each canonical variate pair that is produced

by canonical correlation analysis has a loading associated

with each input variable. In the case of this research,

for each canonical variate pair produced, there was a load-

ing associated with each attitude factor and a loading

associated with each organizational effectiveness variable.

The nature of the canonical relationships was inferred by

noting the sign and tILe magnitude ot the loadings in each of

the canonical variatc pairs (2:189).

Information concerning the statistical significance

of the relationships is included in a statistical summary
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table that is part of the canonical correlation analysis

output. This table includes the eigenvalue, the canonical

correlation coefficient# and the statistical significance

of each relationship. For this research a significance

level criteria of .05 was chosen to determine which rela-

tionships are significant. A significance level of .05 is

the most comm~on criteria used to determine the significance

of relationships identified by canonical correlation

analysis (2-.1891. Rejection or acceptance of the research

hypothesis was based on this criteria.

It should be emphasized that canonical correlation

analysis is designed to illustrate the relationships that

might exist between two sets of variables as opposed to

relationships between individual members of the sets. ForI

example, assume that a canonical correlation analysis is

conducted to uncover the significant relationships between

two sets of variables; set 1 includes the variables A0l

to A06 and set 2 includes the variables B01 to B06. Also,

assume that the canonical correlation analysis identified

one statistically significant relationship, or canonical

variate pair, as illustrated in Table 3. Based on the

loadingm, a proper interpretation would be that there

appears to be a relationship between a subset which includes

variables B02 and B06, and a subset which includes variables

A0l, A02, and A04. In other words, whenever B02 and B06
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TABLE 3

SAMPLE CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS OUTPUT

Coefficients for Canonical Variables of the Second Set

Canvar 1

B01 .07636

B02 .62314

B03 .01542

B04 -. 15627

B05 .21432

B06 .55647

Coefficients for Canonical Variables of the First Set

Canvar 1

A01 .49072

A02 .44628

A03 .00293

A04 .46731
A05 -. 01457

A06 -. 11634
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are present, A01, A02, and A04 are likely to be present

(12:38-41).

The SPSS subprogram CANCORR is designed to manipu-

late intercorrelations among variables to see if a par-

ticular type of pattern exists in the data. The actual

interpretation of the pattern is left to the researcher

(25:518). Therefore, an important part of this research

is the subjective interpretation and explanation of the

statistically significant relationships between attitudes

and effectiveness measures that were identified by the

canonical correlation analysis. Interpetation of the iden-

tified relationships is explained in Chapter 1II.

The diagram illustrated in Figure 1 summarizes the

experimental design that constitutes the research methodol-

ogy. To begin with there were sixty attitude variables and

eight organizational effectiveness variables. The sixty

attitude variables were reduced to a smaller number of atti-

Itude factors via the technique of factor analysis. The

attitude factors and eight organizational effectiveness

variables were then input to the canonical correlation

analysis which identified significant relationships between

the attitude factors and the organizational effectiveness

variables.
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CHAPTER III

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter describes the analysis of the data

and includes the following:

1. A discusaion of the bias in the data that

exists because some members of the population did not

respond to the survey.

2. A discussion of the factor analysis results

aud the interpretation of each factor.

3. A discussion of the canon:.cal correlation

analysis results.

Questionnaire Responses

Questionnaires were distributed to all 330 members

of the 44th Strategic Missile Wing Operations Directorate,

and 167 of the questionnaires were completed. This con-

stitutes a response rate of 51 percent, so there exists

a possibility of data bias due to nonrespondents. Bias

could result if the attitudes of the nonrespondents are

different from those attitudes of the people who did, in

fact, complete and return questionnaires. One way to com-

bat this kind of bias is to conduct a follow-up survey

of those members of the population who did not respond.

This was not possible due to limitations such as time,
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the voluntary nature of the initial survey, and a desire

to maintain complete respondent anonynity.

Based on the results of previous studies that have

examined the attributes of people who tend to respond to

surveys, it can be assiumed that the people who responded

to this survey are likely to be those who are more knowl-

edgeable, are more interested in the subject~, and have

stronger feelings about the subject (11:283). Therefore,

if there is bias in the data, due to nonrespondents, it

may not necessarily be a bad situation when one considers

what we are trying to accomplish with this research. One

reason for making such a claim is that in this research

organizational effectiveness is being measured through

the perceptions of individuals. It seems logical to assume

that those who are more knowledgeabl~e and more interested

in the subject are likely to be better judges of the true

effectiveness of the organization. Therefore, a more

accurate picture of the unit's effectiveness might beI

achieved with some nonrespondents than if responses from

every member of the organization weru obtained. Another

reason bias may not ne~cessarily be bad is based on the

major objective of this research which is to identify the

significant relationships between member attitudes and

organizational effectiveness. If those who responded to

the survey have strong feelings about the subject it is

more likely that stronger relationshipis between attitudes
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and effectiveness would surface from an analysis of the

survey results than if the opinions or feelings were not

as strong. This would make it easier to uncover the sig-

nificant relationships between attitudes and effectiveness.

Therefore, considering what we are trying to accomplish

with this research, any data bias that may exist is not

considered bad; in fact, it may even be an advantage.

Factor Analysis

When the attitude data was factor analyzed, using

principal factoring with iteration and orthogonal varimax

rotation, fourteen factcrs were ext-acted. The fourteen

factors account for a total of 70.7 percent of the vari-

ance in the attitude data. Table 4 contains the eigen-

values and the percent of variance accounted for by each

factor. Appendix D contains the varimax rotated factor

matrix.

Interpretation of the meaning of a factor was based

on the variables that ha~e significant factor loadings

on the factor in question. Bennett and Bowers made the

following comments concerning the criteria for determining

the significance of factor loadings:
There are several Oifferent criteria which we may

use; a simple rule of thumb procedure is to allow that
the loading of the variable on the factor is signifi-
cant if the loading is + .03 or more. This is not
based on any rigorous statistical foundation but is
a conservative criterion which ensures that only those
factors having a reasonably strong association are
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TABLE 4

EIGENVALUES AND PERCENT OF VARIANCE ACCOUNTED
FOr. BY EACH FAM'TOR

Factor Eigenvlue Pct of Var Cumultative Pct

1 19.46398 32.4 32.4

2 3.89621 6.5 38.9

3 2.86107 4.8 43.7

4 2.11549 3.5 47.2

5 1.88145 3.1 50.4

6 1.77614 3.0 53.3

7 1.63669 2.7 36.1

8 1.52876 2.5 58.6

9 1.37028 2.3 60.9

.0 1.32108 2.2 63.1

11 1.28354 2.1 65.2

12 1.16019 1.9 67.2

13 1.11410 1.9 69.0

14 1.02671 1.7 70.7
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identified as being significant. Providing the sample
is reasonably large this procedure should prove satis-
factory; it has the virtue of being quick and simple
to use but does have the disadvantage that a signifi-
cant factor loading may be neglected; however, it is
better perhaps to err on the side of caution [4:10].

Therefore, a factor loading was assumed to be significant

if its absolute value is greater than or equal to 0.3.

The remainder of the discussion of the factor

analysis results is given to interpreting each factor.

The five questions (or fewer if there are less than five)

i with the stronqest loadings on the factor (absolute value

above 0.3) Are listed prior to the discussion of each fac-

tor inte*:pretation.

Factor I
Loading Question

.811 17. Your supervisor understands human rela-
tions.

.784 16. Your supervisor is a capable individual.
.782 15. Your supervisor tries to strike a balance
.753 14.between people needs and proluction needs.
S.753 14. Your supervisor is well qualified for

his/her job.
.743 1. Your supervisor takes time to listen to

job problems.

Factor I, the strongest factor, accounted for 32.4

percent of the variance in the attitude data. The meaning

of this factor is clear sit.-e all of the questions with

high loadings on this factor contain specific reference to

the individual's supervisor. It was determined that

factor I represents satisfaction with the immediate super-

visor.
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Factor 2

Loading Question

.825 32. Everything considered, your job is very
satisfactory.

.793 19. How much satisfaction do you gain from
the performarce of your job?

.707 37. Time passes quickly for you on the job.

.689 26. P-w often would you encourage others to
vuok a job like yours?

.636 22. Your work assignment is challenging.

Question 32, which has the strongest loading on

factor 2, has to do with general job satisfaction. Ques-

tion 19 is a bit more specific since it relates to satis-

faction that an individurl gains from the performance of

his job. This factor appears to address an individual's

satisfaction with his work. This assertion is supported by

the other questions that load high on this factor. If a

person is satisfied with his work it is likely that time

will pass quickly for him on the job, that he might

encourage others to seek a job like his, and that his work

assignment will be challenging.

ractur 3
Loading Question

.854 41. You can obtain the parts needed to do
your job.

.781 3S. You can obtain tools and/or supplies

.0when they are needed.
S.702 40. Equipment needed to accomplish the job

is available.
.666 39. You.: equipment is well maintained.
".337 51. Do you feel your co-workers are working

at their full capacity?
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The four questions with the highest loadings on

factor 3 are all associated with the ava.ilability or con-

dition of materials, such as equipment, tools, supplies,

and parts, that are needed to accomplish the job. This

factor represents attitudes toward the availability of

materials needed to accomplish the job. The significant

loading of question 51 on this factor seems reasonable

since the availability of sufficient materials will have

an impact on the ability of people to work at their full

capacity.

Factor 4

Loading Question

.734 57. How often do you feel that the right deci-
sions are made at upper levels of manage-
ment?

.713 59. Do you feel that decision makers at wing
level are aware of squadron level prob-
lems?

.613 60. Do you feel decisions are made at the
proper level of supervision?

".555 58. How often do you feel that the right deci-
cions are made at intermediate levels of
management?

.519 55. Do you feel that upper levels of manage-
ment understand the problems you fac" in
doing your job?

The common element in the five most significant

questions that load on factor 4 is the feeling thaL a

worker has about the management levels at which decisions

are made in the organization. It is clear that factor 4

represents satisfaction with the organization's decision

making structure.
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Factor 5

Loading Question

.659 10. You know the quality standards required
for your work.

.526 7. Are you helped in correcting errors you
make?

.390 18. Do you feel that decisions which affect
your job are based on technical or
engiiieering analyses?

.369 9. You understand how the quality of your
work is measured.

Questions 10 and 9 imply that this factor repre-

sents the sufficiency of communications from management

concerning work quality standards. If such communication

is good, or effective, then workers will know the quality

standards required for their work and they will know how

the quality of their work is measured. Questions 7 and 18

support this contention; part of the communication from

management concerning work quality standards will be

feedback about errors when work quality standards have

not been attained. Feedback is an important segment of

managerial use of quality standards to improve organiza-

tional performance. The amount of technical and engineer-

ing analysis that goes into tostai.Aishing standards will

have an impact on the appropriateness of the standards.

Factor 6

Loading Question

-.515 29. Do you see constraints to high production
in your job?
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Loading Question

-. 502 20. Think about the specific duties of youri job. How often have you felt unable
to use your full capabilities in the per-
formance of your job?

-. 390 23. Do you feel you need more freedom in your
job assignment to get the work done?

-. 353 12. Your job is oversupervised.

Questions 29 and 20 deal with the presence of con-

straints that prevent high productivity and performance at

full .apacity. If such constraints are present they might

cause the worker to feel that he needs more freedom in his

work hasignment to get the work done. Oversupervision is

one example of a constraint that might cause these kinds of

results. This factor addresses attitudes toward the

presence of constraints to job performance and productivity.

Factor 7

Loading Question

.662 45. You are involved in establishing your
production goals.

.505 30. You help to set the goals of your unit.

.463 8. You help set your own quality goals.

.335 53. Cormunication between the people in your
unit and the wing staff is good.

-. 320 52. Employees in your area have difficulty in
relating their work effort to physical
output and/or services.

Questions 45, 30, and 8 deal specifically with

worker participation in the goal setting process. Question

53 also relates to participation in goal setting since it

deals with communication with a higher level of management.

Increased participation in goal setting would naturally be
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accompanied by a greater amount of communication between the

worker and higher management levels. Quostion 52 does not-

appear to have any clear connection with t~he other questions.

However, since the four questions with i-he highest loadings

are all related to the amount of participation that is

allowed iia the goal setting process, it was determined that

this is what the factor represents.

Factor a

Loading Question

.692 43. You understand how the quality of your
work is measured.

.612 42. You understand how your production output
in measured.

.540 44. Do you understand how the output of your
unit is measured?

.463 25. Your job descxiption does reflect the
assignments you are given,

.434 21. You get recognition when you deserve it.

F'actor 8 appears to represent the workers' ýoncep-

tion of the sufficiency of communication from management

concerning performance measurement. Questions 43, 42, and

44 are directly associated with how well workers understand

communications from management concerning work qualityf

measurement, production output measurement, and unit output

measurement. Thea association of the remaining two questions

with this factor is not quite as clear. Question 25 has to

do with the accuracy of an individual's job description;:

this question was viewed with the idea that a job descrip-

tion is a comxmunication from management concerning the
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general boundaries or guidelines that a worker is expected

to perform within. There is a connection between a job

description and performance measurement. The way that man-

agement measures a worker's performance will be affected by

management's perception of how well the worker stays within

the boundarien and guidelines identified by his job descrip-

tion. Therefore, the conclusion was made that the high

loeding of quesion 25 on factor 8 was a reasonable expecta-

tion. The relationship of question 21 to management com-

munication concerning performance measurement also seems

reasonable. The communication of deserving recognition is

one way that management can provide feedback to a worker

concerning the result of his performance.

Factor 9

Loadig Quet ion

.578 33. Your rank is too low for the work you do.
.379 47. Would additional technical training

improve your chances for promotion?I
.376 53. Communication between the people in your

unit and the wing staff is good.
.316 48. What part of your job could be performed

by a person having less skill than you?

Questions 33 and 48 address the notitin of the rank

or skill level required for the job. Question 47 is al3o

related to this idea since additional technical training is

one way that a worker could increase his skill level.

Although a search was conducted to discover some comnmonal-

ity between skill level or rank and question 53, there did
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not appear to be any reasonable correspondence. When

factor analysis is accomplished spurious, unrelated load--

ings may occur, especially after the more significant fac-

tors (those with high eigenvalues) have been extracted

(12j6l). Engel claimed that when this occurs "... one

can either search for some complicated relationship or con-

sider the element spurious and not include it in the search

for a comon meaning [12:61-62]." Since a complicated rela-

tionship could not be uncovered, it was assumed that the

loading of .376 on question 53 was spurious and the deci-

sion was made to not consider it in the interpretation of

factor 9. Based on questions 33, 47, and 48 it was deter-

mined that factor 9 represents worker f3elings about the

rank or skill level required for the Job.

Factor 10

Loading Question

-. 595 46. Material waste can be reduced in yourunit?
-. 301 47. Would additional technical training

improve your chances for promotion?

There did not appear to be a common element among

the two questions that had significant loadings on factor

10. Examination of questions with loadings less than 0.3

did not assist in clarifying the meaning of the factor. It

was decided that this factor could not be interpreted.
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Factor 11

Loading Question

.556 50. Do you feel your co-workers are supporting
the production effort in your unit?

.402 49. The people in your unit work together
effectively as a team.

.321 27. If given the opportunity or choice would
you follow your job to another location
in the continental United States?

Questions 50 and 49 deal with attitudes toward

co-workers. Question 27 does not seem to have an obvious

comomonality with questions 49 or 50 although there may be

some indlirect relationship. For example, a person's atti-

tude toward his co-workers might have an impact on his

desire to perform the same job at a different location with

different co-workers. Based primarily on questions 50 and

49 it was determined that this factor represents attitudes

toward the performance of co-workers.

Factor 12

Loading Question

.476 54. How often do you successfully complete
difficult jobs?

.362 35. You feel a sense of responsibility on your
job.

.311 50. Do you feel your co-workers are supporting
the production effort in your unit?

.304 36. You enjoy a feeling of responsibility on
your job.

The question with the highest loading on factor 12,

question 54, deals with the degree of difficulty of the

job. With respect to questions 35 and 36, the amount of

responsibility inherent in a job could add to the difficulty
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of that job. Also, the amount of support that a worker

get's from his co-workers could affect his feelings about

the degree of difficulty of his job, which mighit explain the

reason why question 50 had a significant loading on this

factor. The interpretation was that factor 12 represents

the degree of difficulty of the Job.

Factor 13

Loadin3 Question

.464 34. You feel responsible for your own efforts
at work.

.426 35. You feel a sense of responsibility on your
job.

-.346 3. Does your immediate supervisor tell you
how your job contributes to meeting unit
productivity?

Factor 13 was interpreted as representing a worker's

feelings concerning the amount of resp2onsibility that he has

on the job. Both questions 34 and 35 deal with worker

responsibility. As far as question 3 is concerned, if a

supervisor kept a worker informed as to how the worker'sa

job contributes to unit productivity then it is reasonable

to assum~e that such information would contribute to the

worker's feeling of responsibility.

Factor 14

Loading Question

.454 18. Do you feel that decisions which affect
your job are based on technical or
engineering analysis?

-.411 13. Your supervisor spends too much time away
from his/her work area.
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There did not appear to be an obvious common thread

among the two questions that had significant loadings on

factor 14. Questions thrt loaded less than 0.3 on this

factor were also examined to see if a common meaning could

be discovered fo: factor 14; however, this did not help.

It was decided that factor 14 could not be interpreted,

and a meaning was not assigned. This did not affect the

results of the canonical correlation unalysis since factor

14 was not a significant element in any of the significant

relationships.

Table 5 is a list of the interpretations given to

each attitude factor.

Canoni.al Correlation Analysis

After completion of the factor analysis, two sets

of variables were available; a set of fourteen attitude

factors, and a set of eight org&nizational effectiveness

measures. The eight organizational effectiveness measures,

along with their corresponding questiol numbers, follow.

Question Effectiveness Variable

61. Production Quantity
62. Production Quality
63. Efficiency
64. Problem Anticipation
65. Awareness
66. Promptness of Adaptation
67. Prevalence of Adaptation
68. Flexibility

The objective of the canonical correlation analysis

was to identify the statistically significant relationships
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between there two sets of variables. A relationship was

considered statistically significant if it had a signifi-

cance level of .05 or better. Based on this criterion

three significant canonical relationships were identified.

The nature of a canonical relationship can be

inferred by noting the sign and magnitude of the standard-

ized canonical loading associated with each variable

(2:189). When interpreting the meaning of the three

significant canonical relationship., consideration had to

be given to the algebraic sign and magnitude of both the

factor and the canonical loadings, the mean scores for each

vuriable, and the order of the question responses.

An examination of the factor analysis results, the

questions with significant factor loadings, and the mea~n

scores for these questions, revealed that strong positive

loading, were associated with relatively high scores on a

scale of one to five; strong negative loadings were associ-

ated with relatively low scores on a scale of one to five.

Based on this observation and the order of question

responses, the meanings of significant positive and nega-

tive loadings were interpreted individually for each vani-

aLle that was input to the canonical correlation analysis.

The results of these directional interpretations are shown

in Tables 6 and 7.

Theace individual. directional interpretations and

the magnitudes and alqjebraic signs of the canonical loadings
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made possible the actual interpretation of the meanings of

the three significant canonical relationships. Determina-

tion of the importance of individual variables in each

* relationship was based on the magnitude of the canonical

* j -loadings. The group of variables that were considered sig-

nificant in each relationship are the variables with the

highest canonical loading.. in each canonical relationship,

separation of the significant variables from those variables

that were not considered significant was accomplished by

placing each of the variables on a scale (from 0.0 to 1.0)

in accordance with their canonical loadings and subjec-

tively determining which variables appeared to be grouped

together toward the h-igh end of the scale. The results

of this procesa dre illustrated in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

Each of these figures represents a significant rel.ationiship.

In each figure there is a scale for the attitude factors

and a scale for the effectiveness questions. on each scale

there are marks which represent canonical loadings. For

the attitude factors the marks are labeled with factor

numbers; for the effectiveness variables the marks are

labeled with question numbers. The marks that are above

a line represent positive loadings while the marks below

a line represent negative loadings.

A prc~sentation of each of the identified relation-

ships follows. Variables from the two data s-Lts that were

considered significant in each relationship are presented,

along with their associated canonical loadings. Statistical
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summary information and an interpretation of the relation-

ship's meaning are also presented. A complete listing of

the canonical correlation analysis results can be found

in Appendix E.

Relationship 1

Eigenvalue Canonical Correlation Coefficient Stat. Sig.

0.63277 0.79547 Better
than .001

Loading Attitude Variables

0.459 Satisfaction with immediate supervisor
0.411 An individual's satisfaction with his work
0.380 Communication from management concerning

performance measurement
0.363 Satisfaction with the organization's decision

making structure

Effectiveness Variables

0.369 Production quality
0.334 Production quawntity
0.291 Problem anticipation

Interpretation: This relationship implies that

work situations in which people are satisfied with

1. their work#

2. their supervisor,

3. the organization's decision making structure,
and

4. the communication that they get from management
concerning performance measurement;

are work situations where

1. the quality and quantity of output produced
is high, and

2. the people do a good job of anticipating
problems.
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Relatiouship I is the strongest relationship

between attitudes and effectiveness that was identified in

this research, and is consistent with theories which imply

that there is a direct relationship between attitudea and

organizational effectiveness. For example, the relation-

ship is supportive of recent efforts in the job enrichment

area which are designed to improve organizational perform-

ance by making the work situation more satisfying. It is

interesting, however, that worker satisfaction does not

significantly affect .11 of the eight elements of organi-

zational effectiveness. Only production output and

problem anticipation are significantly affected by high

worker satisfaction with the four ident$iied attitude fac-

tors.

Relationship 2

Eigenvalue Canonical Correlation Coefficient Stat. Sig.

.0.21039 0.45868 0.002

Loading Attitude Variables

0.579 Presence of constraints to job performance
and productivity

-0,437 Degree of difficulty of the job
-0.406 An individual's satisfaction with his work

Effectiveness Variables

-0.736 Promptness of adaptation
-0.647 Production quality
-0.639 Prevalence of adaptation
0.584 Production quantity
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Interpretation: This relationship indicates that

in work situations where

1. thera are perceived constraints to job per-
formance and productivity,

2. Jobs are not very difficult, and

3. individuals are not satisfied with their work;

we can expect to find

1. low promptness of adaptation,

2. low production quality,

3. high prevalence of adaptation, and

4. high production quantity.

in relationship 2 we have a very different picture,

in terms of attitudes, than in relationship 1. Here the

attitude situation is more unhealthy since the worker is not

satisfied with his work, and perceives constraints and a

less than difficult job. As might be expected, while we had

high production quality with the favorable attitude situa-

tion in relationship 1 we have low production quality with

the unfavorable attitude situation in relationship 2. How-

ever, production quantity is high in both cases which leads

one to believe that a decrease in worker satisfaction might

result in a decrease in production quality while the

quantity of output produced can be high with high or lowJ

satisfaction. The association of low promptness of adapta-

tion with what is perceived to be an unhealthy attitude

situation seems reasonable. However, the high prevalence
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of adaptation certainly adds to the complication of this

relationship since there does not appear to be any clear

or reasonable explanation for high prevalence of adaptation

in this situation.

Relationship 3

Eigevalju! Canonical Correlation Coefficient Sa.Sig

0.17241 0.41523 0.020

Loading Attitude Variables

-0,406 Communication from management concerning work
quality standards

0.396 Amount of responsibility that an individual
has on the job

-0.376 Amount of participation allowed in the goal
settirng process

Effectiveness Variables

-0. 852 F'lexibility
-0.633 Production quality
0.618 Awareness

Interpretation: The third significant relationship

was interpreted to mean that work situations where there

isI
1. a lack of communication from management concern-

ing work quality standards,

2. a large amount of individual worker responsi-
bility on th~e job, and

3. low parti.cipation in goal setting;

are work situations where one finds

1. high flexibility

2. low production quality, and
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3. low awareness of new techniques, procedures,
and equipment.

Relationship 3 is the least significant relation-

ship and appears to be more complicated than relationship 1

or relationship 2. The significant attitude factors in

relationship 3 describe a situation where there is limited

contact between management and the workers. The worker is

left on his own as far as responsibility for his work is

concerned and is not allowed a great deal of say in the

goal setting process. On the effectiveness side the high

flexibility in coping with emergencies may be a result. of

the worker being left alone to fend for himself and make

decisioais without the aid of management. In this kind of

a situation the worker migh'-, through experience, become

accustomed to making decisions on his own with little input

from management. This could help the worker learn to act

quickly in response to emergencies without waiting for

guidance from management, and therefore improve work group

flexibility in response to change and emergencies. There

are some negative aspects on the effectiveness side of this

situation--these are low prodr..tion quality and low aware-

ness. One of management's basic functions is to serve as .
a link between the environ1ment and the operating levels of

the organization. The low awareness of new techniques,

procedures, and equipment may be a result of the limited i
communication between manag~ement and the workers that is
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described by the attitude side of this relationship. This

indicates that the linking function between operating levels

and the environment might be a very important management

function as far as organizational effectiveness is concerned.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMM4ARY, LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

SummarY

As presented in the problem statement, t'ie basic

reason for this research was to discover the specific rela-

tionships between member attitudes and the effectiveness

of a missile wing's operations directorate. If significant

relationships could be identified, they might suggest areas

of concentration for future programs designed to improve

missileer morale and missile unit effectiveness.

The first problem was to arrive at a satisfactory

definition of attitude and effectiveness variables and then

to find a way to measure these variables. A study by Mott

utilized the concept that organizational effectiveness con-

sists of various aspects, which include the following:

I. Production Quantity--quantity of output, spe-

cifically in terms of how much is produced.

2. Production Quality--quality of output, spe-

cifically the degree of excellence of the output produced.

3. Efficiency--efficiency with which output is

produced, specifically the greatest output for the least

input.
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4. Problem Anticipation--ability to anticipate

and develop solutions to problems in advance.

5. Awareness--keeping current with new technologies

and techniques that pertain to areas of organizational

operations.

6. Promptness of Adaptation--how quickly members

of the organization accept and adapt to changes.

7. Prevalence of Adaptation--the relative number

of people who readily adjust to problem solutions.

8. Flexibility--how well the organization handles

unexpected, temporary situations and emergencies (23:20).

A series of eight questions were developed by Mott

to w. asure effectiveness in terms of these aspects. These

questions have been shown to be direct, reliable measures

of effectiveness and were used as the effectiveness vari-

ables in this research (12:90).

The selection of suitable attitude variables was a

more difficult problem. Due to the research findings which

indicate that attitudes are comprised of many different

aspects, the decision was made to select a technique that

included a wide variety of attitude dimensions. A suitable

instrument was available in the form of a questionnaire

that had previously been used by the U.S. Air Force and

others in conducting similar attitude research. This
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questionnaire waa modified for use in this research effort.

The questions are included in Appendix A.

The effectiveness and attitude data were obtained

from the 44th Strategic Missile Wing Operations Directorate,

located at Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota. The

questionnaire was administo.red to all members of the popu-

lation.

Factor analysis was used to reduce the sixty atti-

tude variables to fouirteen factors, twelve of which could

be distinctly identified. These factors were considered to

represent the attitude data and were used in the canonical

correlation analysis.

Canonical correlation analysis was used to disclose

relationships between the attitude factors anu the effec-

tiveness variables. Three significant canonical relation-

ships were found to exist. Although these relationships

cannot be considered normative, they do suggest areas for

conjecture and for future research. The three significant

relationships are explained at the end of Chapter III and

are summarized in Figure 5.

Limitations

The results of this research must be considered

in light of two limitations to the research findings:

1. the possibility of data bias, and
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RELATIONSHIP 1 RELATIONSHIP 2 RELATIONSHIP 3

Attitudes Attitudes Attitudes

High satisfaction any constraints Lack of communicd-
with work, super- o performance and tion from manage-
visor, decision roductivity, low ment concerning
making structure, agree of job dif- work quality
and communication ficulty, and low standards, large
from management atisfaction with amount of worker
concerning performnork. responsibility,
ance measurevent. and low participa-

tion in goal set-
tin€.

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness

High production Low adaptation Good flexibility,
quality, and quan- promptness, low low production
tity; and good job production quality quality and low
of anticipating high adaptation awareness.
problems. prevalence, and

high production
quantity.

Elig. 5. Summary of Signiticant Relationships
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2. the fact that the research findings are

restricted to the subject population.

Data Bias

Data bias is a possible research limitation. How-

ever, for reasons that were explained in Chapter III, data

bias is not considered a bad situation for the purposes

of this repearch. Therefore, although the data is likely

to be biased due to nonrespondents, it should not adversely

impact the research results.

Restriction of Findings to

sSubject Population

The research findings are limited to the 44th

Strategic Missile Wing Operations Directorate at Ellsworth

AFB. Although there are many similarities between the dif-

ferent missile wings in SAC such as structure, function,

technology, etc., any attempts to generalize the findings

to a larger population, such as the entire SAC missile

force, can only be done with caution.

Consideration must also be given to the time that

the study was accomplished. Due to the dynamic nature of

organizations and relatively high turnover rate found

in military organizations, similar studies conducted in

the same unit at a later time might result in different

findings.
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Conclusions

The research objective was satisfied since signifi-

cant relationships between attitudes and organizational

effectivenesL, as outlinted in Figure 5, were identified.

It was originally hypothosized that there are significant

relationships between member attitudes and organizational

effectiveness in a strategic missile wing operation direc-

torate. Satisfaction of the research objective confirmed

this hypothesis.

Consideration must now be given to the meaningful

information provided by the research results. Relationship

1 has a canonical correlation coefficient of .80 and there-

fore must be considered more meaningful than Relationship 2

or Relationship 3 which had correlation coefficients of

.46 and A42 respectively. Relationship 1 tells us that

there is t correlation between worker satisfaction with

such factors as supervision, the work accomplished, com-

munication from management concerning performance measure-

ment, and the organization's decision making structure;

and the organization's productivity and ability to antici-

pate future problems. The value of the information pro-

vided by Relationship I lies in its confirmation of the

belief that increased worker satisfaction will result in

improved organizational performance; however, it is

important to realize th,%t the relationships between
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effectiveness and attitudes are not quite this simple.

As illustrated by the research results, relationships

between organizational effectiveness and attitudes are

complex. While changes in some attitudes may improve spe-

cific elements of organizational effectiveness, they may

have no effect, or negative effects, on other effectiveness

el.ements. The ,.esults of this research suggest that, in

a strategic missile wing, attitudes and organizational

effectiveness are both multidimensional factors. If the

managers of SAC's missile units hope to improve the effec-

tiveness of their organizations by making changes that

affect attitudes then they must understand the complex

relationships that exist. An examination of the relation-

ships identified in this research could add to this under-

standing.

Recommendations for Further Research

For this research it was assumed that the results

of the Mott questions were valid measures of organizational

effectiveness. This method of evaluating organizational

effectiveness has been verified in previous studies. No

attempt was made to correlate the results of Mott's ques-

tions with the results of other effectiveness measures

(such aa ORI's and 3901st SMES evaluations) that are cur-

rently being used to evaluate the effectiveness of SAC's

missile organizations. Such an attempt is a possibility
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for further research which could uncover useful informa-

tion about the validity of missile u~nit effectiveness mea-

su~res.

Another possibility for further research would be

to conduct studies similar to this research in different

missile units. Future studies in other missile units

might lead to a general theory about the nature of attitude-

effectiveness relationships in SAC missile organizations.

A third possibility for further research would be

an examination of the causality of attitude-effectiveness

relationships in SAC missile units. Due to the nature of

canonical correlation analysis, no conclusions can be made

about causality from the reaults of this research. If

future research could prove that spccvific ki.nds of atti-

tudes cause definite effectiveness results then management

would have access to a tool that might be used to improve

certain elements of missi.le u~nit effectiveness that are

known to be lacking.
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AP'PENDIX A

OR~GANIZATION4AL EFFECTIVEN4ESS AND ATTITUDE SURVEY
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (AU)

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433

"RPLY TO

ATTN oit LSGR (LZSR 16-78UL/Capt R. Boatright/Capt R. McCaskey/
AUTOVON 785-4698) 10 May 1978

SUEJECT Organizational Effectiveness and Attitude Survey

TQ%

1. The attached questionnaire was prepared by a research team at the
Air Force Institute of T:•o l yi .riwrjht-Patterson APB, Ohio. The
purpose of the questionnaire is to acquire data that can help reveal the
relationships between meamber attitudes and organizational effectiveness
in a strategic missile win& operations complex.

2. You are requested to provide an answer or comment for each question.
Headquarters USAF Survey Control Number 78-104 has been assigned to
this questionnaire. Your participation in this research is voluntary.

3. Your responses to the questions will ba held confidential. Please
remove this cover sheet before returning the completed questionnaire.

,, Your cooperation in providing this data will be appreciated and will
he very beneficial in examining the relationships between attitudes
and organizational effectiveness. Please return the completed answer
shet e o the suay project cficer in your unit.

W. PARLETT, Colonel, USAF 1 Atch
Associate Dean for Graduate questionnaire

Education
School of Systems and Logistics
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING SURVEY

This survey is designed to measure, your attitudes

toward your job and your perceptions of the effectiveness

of your unit.

Please do not put your name on the response sheet.

Your answers to these questions will be kept confidential

and no attempt will be made to identify any individual by

name. Your frank, honest answers to each question are

desired and needed. We would like you to answer all ques-

tions in this booklet. If you feel, however, thet a ques-

tion does rnot apply in any way to your job, you may skip

that question and not respond.

Please read each question carefully, then read

each of the answers given. Choose one statement that best

describes your feelings or opinion. Then, make a mark on

the answer sheet corresponding to that answer. Always make

sure that the number on the answer sheet is the same as

the number of the question. if you wish to change an answer,

be sure to erase the first mark completely. The survey

should take approximately 30 minutes to complete.

USAF SCN 78-104 (.Expires 30 tebr1978)



PRIVACY STATEMENT

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35, the following
information is provided as required by the Privacy Act of
1974:

a. Authority:

(1) 5 U.S.C. 301, Departmental Regulations, and/or

(2) 10 U.S.C. 8012, Secretary of the Air Force,
Powers, Duties, Delegation by Compensation; and/or

(3) EO 9397, 22 Nov 43, Numbering System for
Federal Accounts Relating to IndiVidual Persons; and/or

(4) DOD Instruction 1100.13, 17 Apr 68, Surveys of
Department of Defense Personnel; and/or

(5) APR 30-23, 22 Sep 76, Air Force Personnel
Survey Program.

b. Principal purposes. The survey is being conducted
to collect information to be used in research aimed at
illuminating and providing inputs to the solution of prob-
lems of interest to the Air Force and/or DOD.

c. Routine Uses. The survey data will be converted to
information for use in research of management related prob-
lems. Results of the research, based on the data provided,
will be included in written master's theses and may also be
included in published articles, reports, or texts. Distri-
bution of the results of the research, based on the survey
data, whether in written form or presented orally, will be
unlimited.

d. Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary.

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against
any individual who elects not to participate in any or
all of this survey.
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1. Your supervisor takes time to listen to job problems.

(A) Always
(B) usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

2. Your jimmediate supervisor uses your ideas on how to
im~prove your job.

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

3. Does your iimmediate supervisor tell you how your job
contributes to meeting unit productivity?

(A) 'Very Much
(B) Much
(C) Undecided
(D) Little
(E) Very Little

4. Does your immuediate supervisor tell you what's going
on at higher levels of management?

(A) Very Much
(B) Much
(C) Undecided
(D) Little
(E) Very Little

5. Your supervisor shows interest in you as an individual.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

so
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6. Are you satisfied with the feedback you receive in

doing your job?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

7. Are you helped in correcting errors you make?

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

8. You help set your own quality goals.

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

9. You understand how the quality of your work is
measured.

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

10. You know the quality standards required for your work.

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Never

11. Your supervisor knows when you do a good job.

(Al Strongly Agree
(B) Ag~ree
(C) undecided
(D) Disagree
(El) Strongly Disagree
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12. Your job is oversupervised.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

.13. Your supervisor spends too much time aw~ay from his/her
work area.

(A) St~rongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

14. Your supervisor is well qualified for his/her job.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

.15. Your supervisor tries to strike a balance between
people needs and production needs.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definit~ely No

16. Your supervisor is a ca~pable individual.

(A) Definitely Yes
(BI Mostly Yes
(C) Someti~mes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

17. Your supervisor understands humar, relations,

CA) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No
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18. Do you feel that decisions which affect your job are
based on technical or engineering analyses?

(A) Very Much
(B) Much
(C) Undecided
(D) Little
(E) Very Little

19. How much satisfaction do jou gain from the performance
of your job?

(A) Very Much
(B) Much
(C) Undecided
(D) Little
(E) Very Little

20. Think about the specific duties of your job. How II
often have you felt unable to use your full capabili.-
ties in the performance of your job?

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimes
(D) Infrequently
(E) Neverr 21. You get recognition when you deserve it.

(A) Always
(B) VUsually
(C) soHltimes
(D) infrequently
CE) Never

S22. Your work assignment is challenging.

S•(A) Almost All of the Time
S(B) Very Often
S(C) Half the Time

S(D) Seldom
• I'(E) Almost Never
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23. Do you feel you need more freedom in your job
assignment to get ths work done?

(A) Almost All of the Time
(B) Very Often
(C) Half the Time
(D) Seldom
(E) Almost Never

24. The work schedules in your unit are realistic.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly risagree

25. Your job d-,,ription does reflect the assignments you
are given.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

26. How often would you encourage others to seek a joblike yours?

(A) Almost Always
(B) Very Often(C) Sometimes
(D) Very Seldom
(E) Almost Never

27. If given the opportunity or choice would you follow
your job to another location in the continental United
States?

(A) Yes
(B) Probably
(C) Would Consider
(0) Probably Not
(E) No
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28. How many parts of your job would you change if allowed
to do so?

(A) None
(.a) Very row
(C) Half of Them
(D) Most of Them
(E) Almost All of Them

29. Do you see constraints to high. production in your job?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) DefLnitely No

30. You help to set the goals of your unit.

(A) Definitely YesS(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely Nof 31. You dread going to work.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly YesIf •(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No

(E) Definitely No

32. Everything considered, your job is very satisfactory.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No

I(E) Definitely No
33. Your rank is too low for the work you do.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No
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34. You feel responsible for your own efforts at work.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(CI Undecided
(D) Disagree
(CE Strongly Disagree

35. You feel a sense of responsibility on your job.

(Al Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(CI Undecided i
(D) Diragree
(E) Strongly Disaqree

36. You enjoy a feeling of responsibility on your job.

A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

37. Time passes quickly L'.r you on the job.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree I
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

38. You can obtain tools and/or supplies when they are
needed.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Distgree
(E) Strongly Disagree

39. Your equipment is well maintained.

(A) Strongly Agree '
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree
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40. quimen neeed o acompishthejob s aailble

41. Yquipcenotai h at needed to acopls tour job i vial.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree

(El Strongly Disagree
41. You candeobtaind thew paurt peeddctoion yourpu isob.ued

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) Undecided
(D) Disagree
(E) Strongly Disagree

42. You understand how your proucltion youtputr is measured.

(A.) Strongys Are
(B) Usagree
(C) Undecided
(D) DIsagreqentl
(E) StvrngyDsre

43. Doyou understand how the quality of your unitk ismesrd

(A) Alwayst l fteTm
(B) UsualyOfe
(C) SometimesTm
(D) Snel uentl
(E) Alevt er e

44. DoYou urndolersad in etaeboutputno your pountitn is ls

(A) Alwayst l fteTm
(B) VeralyOfn
(C) HalmetimesT
(D) Snfeldom tl
(E) Alevte eve
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46. Material waste can be reduced in your unit?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

47. Would additional technical training irprove your
chances for promotion?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yea
(C) Sometimes
(D) Moatly No
(E) Definitely No

48. What part of your job could be performed by a person
having less skill than you?

(A) 20%
(B) 35%
(C) 50%
(D) 70%
(E) 100%

49. The people in your unit work together effectively as
a team.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes
(D) Mostly No(E) Definitely No

50. Do ycu feel your co-workers are supporting the pro-
duction effort in your unit?

(A) Very Much
(B) Much
(C) Undecided
(D) Little
(E) Very Little
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51. Do you feel your co-workers are working at their full
capacity?

(A) Definitely Yen
(B) mostly Yes
(C) sometimes
(E) Defistely No
(E)Definstely No

52. Employees in your area have difficulty in relating
their work effort to physical output and/or services.

(A) Strongly Agree
(B) Agree
(C) undecided
(D) Disagree
(E ) S t~ =.. Disagree I

53. Communication betweea the people in your unit and the
wing staff is good.

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) sometimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

54. How often do you successfully complete difficult jobs?

(A) Always
(B) Usually
(C) Sometimnes
(D) Infrequently

55. Do you feel that upper levels of management understand
the problems you face in doing your job?

(C) SoefntielyYe
(A) Defintely Yes
(B) Mosetlymes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No



56. Do you feel your inmmediate supe~rvisor knows and under-
stands the problems you have in doing your jobs?

(A) Definitely Yen
(BI Mostly Yes
(C) Sometimes

(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely NoI

57. How often do you feel that the right decisions are
made at uppc-r 'Levels of management?

(A) Always
(B) usually

(C) SometimesI

58. How often do you feel that the right decisions are
made at intermediate levels of management?

(A) Always

(B) Usually '
(D) infrequently
(E) Never

59. Do you feol that decision makers at wing level are
aware of squadron level problems?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) Scuwtimes
(D) Mostly No
(E) Definitely No

60. Do you feel decisions are made at the proper level
of supervision?

(A) Definitely Yes
(B) Mostly Yes
(C) sometimes
(D) Mostly No

(E) Definitely No
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61. Thinking of the various services (administrative
services, training, counseling, evaluation# planning,
scheduling,, etc.) produced by the people you know in
your unit, how much are they prod-acing?

(A) Their production is very high
(B) It is fairly high
(C) It is neither high. nor low
(D) It is fairly low

(r) It is very low

62. How good would you say is the quality of the servicesI
produced by the people you know in your unit?

(A) Their services are of excellent quality
(B) Good quality
(C) Fair qualityI
(D) Their quality is not too good
(E I Their quality is poo:,

63.* Do the people in your unit seem to get maximum output
from the resources (money, people, equipment, etc.)I
they have available? That is, how efficiently do they
do their work?

(A) They do not work efficiently at all
(B) Not too efficient
(C) Fairly efficientI
(D) They are very efficient
(E) They are extremely efficient

64. How good a Job is done by the peop~q in your unit in
anticipating problema that may come up in the future
and preventing them from occurring or minimizing their
effects?

(A) They do an excellent job in anticipating problems
(B) They do a very good job
(C) A fair job
(D) Not too good a jobI
(E) They do a poor job in anticipating problems
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65. From time to time newer ways are discoverad to organize
work, and newer equigment and technilues are found with
which to do work. How good a job do the people in your
unit do at keeping up with these changes that could
affect their work?

(A) They do a poor job of keeping up to date
(B) Not too good a job
(C) A fair job
(D) They do a good job
(E) They do an excellent job of keeping up to date

66. When changes are made in the routines or equipment,
how quickly do the people in your unit accept and adapt
to these changes?

(A) Most people accept and adjust to them irwuLediately
(B) They adjust very rapidly, but not immediately
(C) Fairly rapidly
(D) Rather slowly
(E) Most people accept and adjust to them very slowly

67. What proportion of tho people in your unit readily
accept and adjust to these changes?

(A) Considerably less than half of the people accept
and adjust to these changes readily

(B) Slightly less than half do
(C) The majority do
(D) Considerably more than half do(E) Practically everyone accepts and adjusts to

changes readily

68. From time to time emergencies arise, such as crash
programs, schedule changes, equipment failures, or a
breakdown in the flow of work occurs. When these
emergencies occur, they cause work overloads for many
people. Some work groups cope with these emergencies
more readily and successfully than others. How good aI
job do the people in your unit do in coping with these
situations?

(A) They do a poor job in handling emergency situations
(B) They do not do very well
',C) They do a fair job
(D) They do a good job
(E) They do an excellent job of handling these situ&-

tions
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69. What is your rank?

(Al ES or below
(B) E6 to E9
(C) 01 to 03
(D) 04 to 06

70. Are you a missile combat crewmember?

(A) Yes
(B1 No

Respond to either Question 71 or Question 72 by marking
the response that corresponds to the organizational entity
you work in.

71. (A) DOA
(B) DOT
(C) D09
'D) D024
(E) DOV

72. (A) D022
(B) 6F SMS
(C) 67 SMS
(D) 68 SMS
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08/01/78 14.45

$ IDENT WP1149,AFIT/LSG RL BOATRIGHT STU 78b
$ SELECT SPSS/BIGSPSS

$ LIMITS 25,65K,6K, 2K

$ FILE FWFIS,5L
$ FILE 16,F2S5L
RUN NAME FACTOR ANALYSIS - THESIS
VARIABLE LIST LNIVAROO1 TO V,.A062,LN2,VAPf63 TO VAR072
IXPUT FORMAT FIXED(IX,F6.0,62Al/IX,F6.0,10A1)
N OF CASES 167
INPUT MEDIUM CARD
RAW OUTPUT UNIT16
RECODE VAROO1 TO VAR072 ('A'-5) ('B°-4) (*C'-3) ('DP-2)(E-)(fF#-O)
HISSING VALUES VAROO1 TO VAR072 (0)
FACTOR VARIABLES-VAROO TO VAR060/TYPE-PA2/ROTATE-VARIMAI/

FACSCORE-. 5
OPTIONS 2

STATISTICS 1,2,4,5,6,7
READ INPUT DATA
$ SELECTA THESIS
SAVE FILE THESlS2
FINISH
$ SELECT SPSS/3IGSPSS
$ LIMITS 10,500,6K,lK

FILE 08,F2k
$ FILE FRFIR
RIJN NAME CANONICAL ANALYSIS - THESIS
GET FILE THESIS2
ADD VARIABLES FAC01 TO FAC14

INPUT MEDI" L DISK,REWIND
INPUT FORMAT FIXED(8FI0.6/6F10.6)
HISSING VALUES VAR061 TO VAR068 (0)/FAC01 TO FAC14 (999.0)
CANCORR VARIABLES-VAR061,VAR062,VAR06., TO VAR068,FACOI TO FACt4/

RELATE-VAR06IVAR062,VAR063 TO VAR068 WITH FACO0 TO FAC14/OPTIONS 2
STATISTICS 1,2
READ INPUT DATA
FINISH
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APPENDIX C

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS (CASES)I
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VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
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